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Maya is a program, created by Alias, used to model, animate, and render 3D scenes. 3D
scenes created with Maya have appeared in movies, television, advertisements, games,
product visualizations, and on the Web. With Maya, you can create and animate
your own 3D scenes and render them as still images or as animation sequences.
Several different versions of Maya exist and the difference between them lies in the features
that are included in each. The commercial version of Maya, known as Maya
Complete, includes everything you need to create and render 3D scenes and animations.
An advanced version of Maya, known as Maya Unlimited, also includes the Fluid
Effects, Cloth, and Hair and Fur features. A freely available version of Maya called the
Personal Learning Edition is also available.

The Personal Learning Edition is identical to Maya Complete, except that all renderings
include a watermark. At first glance, the Maya interface can be a
little daunting, with buttons, controls, and parameters everywhere, but if you look
closer you’ll realize that all of the controls are grouped into logical sets. Becoming
familiar with these various sets of controls makes the interface much easier to work with.
Along the top edge of the interface are the menus and a toolbar of icon buttons called
the Status Line. The menus will change depending on the mode that you’re working
in. Below the Status Line is a tabbed row of icon buttons. This row of buttons is
called the Shelf, and it offers a convenient way to group sets of commands together.
To the right of the interface is a panel of parameters called the Channel Box. These
attributes will change as different objects are selected. Under the Channel Box is the
Layer Editor. Along the bottom of the interface are the
animation controls, which are used to move between the different frames of an
animation sequence; also at the bottom are the Command Line, for entering textual
commands, and the Help Line. Finally, the horizontal column of buttons to the left of
the interface is known as the Toolbox and the Quick Layout buttons. These buttons
are used to select and transform scene objects and to change the interface layout.
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Domain-Specific Model-Driven TestingVieweg and Teubner, 2010

	Software reuse and software quality are increasingly important topics in today's software engineering both for researchers and for practitioners. The design and implementation of tests is especially challenging when tests are conceptualized for different variants and versions of an application. Stefan Baerisch applies a combination of...
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.NET Web Services SolutionsSybex, 2003
.NET Web Services Solutions offers just what its title states:  practical solutions to the real challenges you face as you use .NET to create  applications that communicate with web services and—more to the point—to build  and deploy web services of your own. By the time you’re done, you’ll understand  how the...
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Get Rich with Apps!: Your Guide to Reaching More Customers and Making Money NowMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	The secrets to grabbing a share of one of today's hottest markets!


	You don't have to be a computer whiz to make a killing in the apps market. All you need is about $1,000 and the business advice in this book.


	Out of nowhere, apps have taken the world by storm. More than 1 billion iTunes apps have been...
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Pro PythonApress, 2014

	You’ve learned the basics of Python, but how do you take your skills to the next stage? Even if you know enough to be productive, there are a number of features that can take you to the next level in Python. Pro Python, Second Edition explores concepts and features normally left to experimentation, allowing you to be even more...
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Intelligent Control in Drying (Advances in Drying Science and Technology)CRC Press, 2018

	Despite the available general literature in intelligent control, there is a definite lack of knowledge and know-how in practical applications of intelligent control in drying. This book fills that gap. Intelligent Control in Drying serves as an innovative and practical guide for researchers and professionals in the field of drying...
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The Holy Spirit and the Christian Life: Historical, Interdisciplinary, and Renewal Perspectives (Charis: Christianity and Renewal-Interdisciplinary Studies)Palgrave Macmillan, 2014

	Twelve scholars from the biblical, historical, theological, and philosophical disciplines engage in a conversation on the transforming work of the Holy Spirit in the Christian life. The essays are held together by an enduring focus and concern to explore the relationship between the work of the Holy Spirit and Christian formation, discipleship,...
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